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1 Abstract

Infection rates in mobile devices or mobile apps are challenging to accurately
estimate, which can be seen in very high differences between reported malware
infection rates. This is partially due to disagreements of what constitutes mal-
ware, but differences in the research methodology play a role as well. Malware
companies have estimated the infection rate of Android phones to be of the order
of several percents, while independent sources using indirect measurements have
laid the estimate at a mere 0.0009% [3].

Using a direct measurements, the authors [3] were able to raise the infec-
tion rate estimate to 0.26% or 0.28%, using two different malware databases as
ground truth. The authors matched android package (developer, name, version)-
tuples from to a large database of installed apps to known malware from two
different malware company databases. The authors additionally investigated the
usefulness of using the list of non-malware installed apps as a proxy to indicate
malware infections. This proxy was found to be more accurate than a random
baseline predictor.

2 Introduction

To estimate malware infection rates, the authors [3] needed to have a good
estimate of the distribution of android packages in the wild. For this, the authors
used lists of installed apps from the database of the so-called Carat application.
Carat is an Android and iPhone app that identifies battery-draining apps with
non-intrusive measurements of the battery state and list of apps. The analysis is
done by leveraging crowd-sourced data from hundreds of thousands of users. In
their analysis, the authors [3] obtained the list of installed apps in 55,278 devices,
including 64,916 unique package names and 5,358,819 total unique records.

To determine if a software is malicious or not it is first necessary to define
what an instance of a specific software is. The intuitive way to do this is by using
locally (within one device) unique package names of apps p as the app identi-
fier. However, different marketplaces can supply different apps (even malicious
apps) using the same package name. The ensure the uniqueness of the app, the



authors [3] decided to additionally use the developer-signed certificates dc and
the version code v of the app to uniquely identify the app. The developer-signed
certificate hash is a statistically unique identifier of the developer. The version
code is added by the developer and used by the android system to determine
if the app if updated. The use of monotonically increasing version codes to dif-
ferentiate new packages from old ones is therefore incentivized by the Android
system.

The definition of what is malware too, is ambiguous. The authors used three
malware databases in their analysis: the Mobile Sandbox, McAfee and Malware
Genome datasets, each of them labeling malware slightly differently. The Mobile
Sandbox is a web interface, where any person can submit malware for inspection.
The Mobile Sandbox uses an ensemble of 40 anti-virus tools and an app is labeled
malware if any of the anti-virus tools label the app as malicious. The McAfee
dataset contains malware labeled by the company’s proprietary classifier. The
Malware Genome is a set of known malware, and was two years old by the time
of writing. Out of the older Malware Genome dataset’s 1039 known malware,
83% were included in either Mobile Sandbox or McAfee. However, while Mobile
Sandbox dataset included 16,743 malware packages and the McAfee dataset
labeled 3,182 packages as malware, the overlap between these two datasets was
only 674 packages.

Different malware datasets might have a different interpretation of what mal-
ware is. For example, as mentioned before, the Mobile Sandbox flags a package
as malware if any of its 40 anti-malware tools flag it as malware. However, the
authors [3] found that none of the Carat packages flagged as malware were found
to be malware by a majority of the tools. This means that there is uncertainty
even within the dataset, whether the app constitutes malware or not. The au-
thors decided to estimate the infection rates for each dataset separately, rather
than aggregating the results from the datasets, for this reason.

3 Contributions

The authors initially searched for flagged malware within their 55000 device
Carat dataset using two different criteria. A device was deemed infected if 1)
any package in the device was signed with the developer certificate dc found in
the respective malware datasets or 2) if the tuple <dc, p,v> was found in the
respective malware datasets. The first approach gives an upper bound on the
infection rate (too many false positives), while the latter approach gives a lower
bound on the infection rate (too many false negatives).

Using the methodology above, the authors found the infection rates on Carat
devices to be 34% for <dc>-matching and 0.28% <dc,p,v>-matching using the
Mobile Sandbox dataset and 30% for <dc>-matching and 0.26% <dc,p,v>-
matching using the McAfee dataset. The difference in the infection rates between
the two criteria is over two orders of magnitude. The authors considered using
the Malware Genome dataset as well, but no packages in Carat matched the
<dc,p,v>-tuples from this malware dataset. The Malware Genome dataset was



older than the other two malware datasets and the authors commented that it
suggests that malware is eventually removed from Android devices.

The authors could confirm their hypothesis that infected devices consume
more battery than clean devices. The differences were significant on the Mobile
Malware dataset: the mean battery lives of infected and clean devices were 6.56
hours and 7.88 hours respectively. The authors also found that infected devices
have more apps installed than clean devices, with statistical significance on the
Mobile Malware dataset. This corresponds to the intuition that each app install
imples a risk of infection.

The authors additionally investigated whether the unflagged apps could be
used to detect whether a device was infected or not. The list of apps with known
malware were labeled as infected and all other apps were labeled clean. The
authors then proceeded with removing the malware apps from the dataset and
used only the list of clean apps as the features in a Naive Bayes classifier. In the
initial test using stratified 5-fold cross-validation, the authors had recall values
of at most 1.4% and precision values of at most 1.4%. Although still better than
random guesses, the values are perhaps too modest to be truly useful.

The authors also verified the cross-validation test in a real-life setting, where
the training was done on data from March 2013 and the testing was done of data
from half a year later. The devices of interest were the ones that were clean in
the older dataset, but labeled malicious in the new dataset. Their results showed
that they were able to detect new infections better than random guesses.

4 Discussion

The authors found that the list of non-malware apps can somewhat be used to
identify certain infected apps. Although better than randomly selecting apps,
the precision and recall metrics for the classification are very weak. The main
contribution for the paper therefore remains at raising the awareness of mobile
app infections by an impartial third-party study.

Oftentimes, a software does not start its life as being malicious. One way for
it to turn malicious is through attachment of third party libraries, such as ad
libraries for ad revenue. Another way for this to happen is a similar process as for
Juniper ScreenOS: malicious code can be added covertly into the program code
[1,2]. But of course, the developers might be malicious as well. This in mind,
it might be of interest to investigate when apps turn malicious at some point
in time, i.e. identifying which version number of the app has turned malicious.
With a large temporally ordered dataset like Carat, this might be possible.

As is often the case in data analysis, correlation does not imply causality.
It would have been interesting to see how well a simpler model, only using the
number of installed apps could have been used to predict whether a device was
infected or not. Due to the way Naive Bayes works, the presence of each app will
either be a positive or negative weight in the determination of how the app is
classified (a linear model in log space). With noisy variables we can reasonably
argue that the apps are just working as constants; the more apps a device has,



the more likely the device is to be classified as malicious. To verify that this is not
the case, it would have been interesting to see which apps were most influential
in swaying the vote by looking at the mutual information of each app. Similarly,
we can question if the battery drain is higher in infected devices simply because
of having a larger number of running apps than in clean devices in average.

The Malware Genome dataset indicated that datasets in general have an
inherent built-in lifetime: data quality degrades over time. The set of installed
apps packages changes over time: new apps enter the marketplace and apps get
new versions. We can see in the Malware Genome dataset, that old malware
datasets have apparently fully lost their information value based on the <dc,
p,v>-criterion in two years, while the <dc>-criterion still matches 3.2% of the
installed apps (compared to 5.2% of apps on both other datasets). <dc, p,v>-
information expires faster than <dc>-information, an appropriate naming could
be high-entropy and low-entropy systems. <dc, p,v+>-information could offer
a middle ground: labeling all subsequent versions of a package as malicious if
any one malicious package is encountered. A longitudinal study of the Carat
database could be used to identify how quickly this kind of information is lost,
putting a number on how valuable old data is.

5 Conclusion

The paper added valuable knowledge to the research community regarding the
infection rates of Android phones in the wild. Using direct measurements, the
lower bound for infection rates were raised from approximately 0.001% to 0.3%.
The viability of using the sets of non-malware apps to estimate presence of
current and future infections were also investigated. The method showed only
modest performance, but it was still better than a random baseline and compar-
atively light-weight.
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